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Our metagenomics pipeline for discovering 
new gene editing systems 

CRISPR technologies have the potential to revolutionize human 
therapeutic development. However, current methods that rely on 
creating double stranded breaks cannot address many mutations that 
lead to genetic diseases. Prime editing approaches overcome some of 
these challenges by encoding genomic corrections in guide RNAs that 
are incorporated into genomic sites using a reverse transcriptase (RT), 
such as Moloney murine leukemia virus reverse transcriptase (MMLV-
RT). Despite the inherent advantages of this approach, the large size, 
genomic integration of guide RNA scaffolds, and RT priming 
requirements are major limitations that lead to suboptimal genome 
editing outcomes. Here, we explored the vast diversity of reverse 
transcriptases that exist in nature in order to discover novel enzymes 
that overcome these limitations. Millions of novel RTs were identified 
from metagenomic databases and selected RT candidates were 
screened for their ability to perform transversions, small insertions, 
and deletions. We identified numerous active systems that span 
across major classes of RTs including LTR retrotransposons, 
retroviral, group II introns, as well as several novel clades. Multiple 
novel RTs are comparable to or outperform MMLV-RT for genome 
editing. Notably, these high performing systems range in size from 
250-750 aa and show diverse primer binding length requirements that 
enable more flexible guide RNA designs. Top candidates were 
engineered through rational design to enhance activity, binding 
properties, and to abolish RNaseH activity. These novel, small, 
versatile systems are promising technologies for therapeutic 
development.
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Abstract Novel RTs show high activity in mammalian cells 

Rational engineering of highly active MG RT improves editing efficiencies and 
accuracy  
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C.  The engineered MG RT  improves activities across various edit types (G-to-T, 24nt insertion, and 15nt deletion) without impairing accuracy and 
exhibits comparable levels of editing as MMLV2 when used in conjunction with a highly active MG nickase.

Engineering of MG pegRNA improves editing 
efficiency

Figure 5- Truncated pegRNA shows improved activity across PBS lengths and RTs 
(engineered MG RT and MMLV2). 

Figure 4- Novel MG Type II nuclease shows high activity at several therapeutically-
relevant sites (editing with top three guides at each site is shown).

Toolbox engineering

We have engineered a 
broad toolbox of next-
generation gene editing 
systems— including 
nucleases, base editors, 
prime editors, and CRISPR 
transposases (CASTs) to 
address a wide variety of 
genetic diseases.

High-throughput  screening

Leveraging high-throughput 
screening, AI-based cloud 
computing, and proprietary 
algorithms, we have identified 
and filed on over 20,000 novel 
systems from over 180 novel 
nuclease families. 

Proprietary sampling

Our scientists collect samples 
from diverse climates and 
geographies, building a 
database that spans 
biodiversity from high-altitude 
and high-temperature 
environments to hydrothermal 
vents below the ocean.
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Figure 1- Schematic of prime editing

Figure 2- A. G to T 
conversion efficiencies of 
12 MG RT family A 
members. RTs were tested 
with pegRNAs with PBS 
lengths from 2 to 20. 
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Figure 3- A. G to T conversion efficiency of engineered RT in comparison to WT across PBS lengths of 6-13 (in-experiment results with MMLV2 are 
shown in gray). 

B. Architecture optimization with engineered MG RT belonging to family A. Untethered, N-terminus and C-terminus fusions were designed and 5nt 
correction was assayed across PBS lengths of 6 to 20 (in-experiment results with MMLV2 are shown in gray). Highly active MG nickase was used as 
chassis (see figure 4).
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● Screened hundreds of RTs across three 
distinct families and identified highly 
active candidates 

● Rational engineering of a highly active 
MG RT improves editing efficiencies and 
accuracy across different types of edits  

● pegRNA engineering results in shorter, 
more active pegRNA

● All MG system comprising of highly 
active nickase and RT shows up to 3 fold 
activity compared to control RT

Figure 2- B. G to T 
conversion efficiencies 
of 12  MG RT family B 
members. RTs were 
tested with pegRNAs 
with PBS lengths from 
2 to 20.
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